BETTER DATA INTELLIGENCE
Through faster and simpler data analytics

BETTER DATA INTELLIGENCE
DTACT solves data problems and operates at the important intersection of big data, AI, national security,
cybersecurity and neuro-diversity. We aggregate, clean and enrich large volumes of data as they flow in;
always with a purpose and on a mission to create a positive impact.
From our national security experience, we know that there is no time to waste to stay ahead of data
challenges and get results fast. We set out to look for the best, super-skilled talent and technologies to
translate the hardest data problems and challenges into a simple solution – Raven. Raven is a fast, easy-touse and multipurpose open standard data platform.
We bring our military and crime fighting expertise to organisations in the public and commercial sector. With
a multinational team and offices in Singapore and the Netherlands, we leverage our super-skilled team to
solve problems across Asia and Europe, and eventually across the world.

FASTER & SIMPLER
DATA ANALYTICS
The market need for smart Big Data processing
strategies is currently hindered by the single
solution dream, the buy vs build dilemma and
the solution jungle.
Our agnostic solutions focus on providing an
ideal ecosystem where existing tools can be
easily integrated with what you already have,
and data can be consolidated to perform the
data analysis that gives you the insights when
you need them, and when they matter most.
We remove complexity and bring simplicity so
that you can focus on the important tasks acting on insights and risk mitigation.

LEARN MORE
Learn more at dtact.com

DO WELL, DO GOOD
Since 2017, DTACT has worked with neurodiverse colleagues on the autism spectrum.
The neuro-diverse community has largely
been ignored and have a much harder time
finding a job.
With a global talent shortage in data
analytics, we want to inspire others to follow
our lead and focus on skills needed for data
challenges by amazing people from both the
neuro-typical and neuro-diverse talent pool.
Over the last two years, our super-skilled and
dedicated team has developed a powerful
open and a fast, easy-to-use and
multipurpose data platform that has
numerous applications across different
industries and verticals.

